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Q1 – Spin-orbit [R, J]

(i) Describe the physical origin of the spin-orbit 
interaction for an atom with a single valence electron [4]

(ii) Give the angular momentum quantum numbers used to 
label the states arising from the spin-orbit interaction, and 
justify their use [4]

q. nos.: (n,l,s,) j, mj

Justification: either one of: 
● vector model; or 

● QM: corresp. op’s commute with Δso:

Text + Eqs



  

Q1 – Spin-orbit [R, J]

(iii) For hydrogen and c≠0 show that                                   [9]

Textbook 

● Use perturbation theory => energy shift = < Δso >

● Separate exp. value into radial and angular parts
– Relate <dU/dr> to radial part & integral provided;
– Angular part: operators  

... then expct. value: 
– Possible j-values:  j = l +/- 1/2 
– Splitting: 



  

Q1 – Spin-orbit [R, J]

(iv) 4p in K (Z=19)  B.E. = 2.73 eV and ΔEfs = 0.00716 eV

--> B.E. and Δso in 5p level?   [8]

B.E.: alkali

ΔEfs



  

Q2 -  CFA [R]

(i) Explain central field approximation how it leads to the electron 
configurations

  * Not-separable       * Not amenable to perturbation theory

  * Introduce CFA -> “hydrogenic solutions” + Pauli -> CONFIGURATIONS

Considering the config 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s 3d of Mg as an example, explain 
how taking into account the main effects neglected in the CFA leads to 
the splitting of a configuration into terms and levels.

  * e-e interactions couple electr. ang. moms.                            -> TERMS 

  * spin-orbit interaction -> L and S coupled into J = L + S        -> LEVELS

Consider only the situation in which LS-coupling scheme is appropriate [10]

Text + Eqs



  

Q2 -  CFA [R]
(ii) emission spectrum of Zn, strong lines between 4s2, 4s4p, 4s5s: 

    214, 468, 472, 481 and 1106 nm; 214 nm also in absorption

    singlet-triplet splitting in 4s5s is 211500 m-1

Draw an energy level diagram showing the ordering of these levels. 
Label each level with appropriate quantum numbers and its energy 
in units of 103 m-1 referred to the ground level as zero. 

Show also on the diagram the transitions giving rise to the lines [10]
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Q2 -  CFA [R]
(iii) What features of the energy level structure and transitions 
indicate that the LS-coupling scheme is a good approximation?    [5]

- Energy splitting (4s4p – 4s5s) >> Fine-structure splitting

- No transitions between singlets and triplets (L and S are good q.nos)

- Correct ordering of levels in 3P0,1,2 & interval rule satisfaction
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Q3 - Zeeman [T]

Energy shift due to interaction with ext. magnetic field

This must be smaller than SO effect. 

* Level with q. no. J split (2J+1) times

* Amount of shift depends on L,S,J 

Text + Eqs

(i) Explain what is meant by the Zeeman effect. Why is it useful in 
investigations of atomic structure? Derive an expression for the 
Landé splitting factor gJ assuming the LS-coupling scheme. [8]



  

Q3 – Zeeman [T]
(ii) Cd(A=114) transition 5s6s 3S1 – 5s5p 3P1 : λ0 = 480 nm, T= 350 K, B=0.3 T

Draw a diagram showing the splitting of the two levels, labelled with 
appropriate quantum numbers. Show on this diagram the allowed electric 
dipole transitions, stating any selection rules used to deduce them. On a 
separate diagram, show the positions of the Zeeman components of the 
spectral line on a frequency scale (GHz), relative to the position of the 
line in zero magnetic field. [12]
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Q3 – Zeeman [T]
(iii) Doppler effect: A=114,  λ0 = 480 nm, T= 350 K [5]

Well resolved



  

Q4 – RWA [J, T]
(i) Two-level system: Show that 

giving the expressions for 

and the Rabi frequency 

in terms of matrix elements of the atomic dipole 

Explain why V22=0 [10]



  

Q4 – RWA [J, T]
(ii) Calculate [5]

(iii) Justify RWA and find an expression for [4]



  

Q4 – RWA [J, T]

(iv) Broadband radiation

Find stimulated absorption rate  [6]

Hence the desired rate is

from which the Einstein coefficient follows.
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